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The Vest Africa Rice Development Association is unique 
aaong other international organizations in that it is the first agency 
formed by a group of developing nations for the purpose of increa- 
sing the production of a coamodity whose rising import, due to 
increasing consumption, posed a threat to the future balance of 
payments problems of the member states. 

As an illustration of the iaport ance of rice in the aeaiber 
countries, between 1960 and 1964, rice imports Into the region 
wert about 276,000 aetrlc tons par year at an average CIF cost of 
about US$32.34 ai?lion.    In 1974 imports rose to 394,000 aetric 
tons at the phänomenal CIF coat of US$233.17 Billion, and repre- 
senting 3.33% of the total value of inporta into the region. 

While the resources for rice production can be considerad 
immense, with aillions of acres of land, on which the only 
eoOBoaie crop that can be produced is rice, lying unused, the aim 
of the Association is not only to increase production through 
expansion of acreage, but also by improving yields per acre and 
Increasing the rate of recovery of rice from paddy* 

Thus apart from financing for lana development, which is a 
scarce resource in the region, WARDA placea special emphasis on 
transfer of improved technology.    In fact, WARDA's programmes are 
based more on this objective. 

The Association's programmes are built around three mala 
areas of activity.    These are Research, Training and Development. 

It   THE "ARPA *.Jgg*ftfl1 ffiOTAIlf 
The WARDA research programme is highly titled towards 

adaptive research while collaborating with the larger international 
research institutions such as the International Rice Research 
Institute (IRRI), The International Institute of Tropical 
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Agriculture (UTA),   and the Institute de Recherches d'Agronomie 
ïi-opic.ile (IRi.T)  in th~ field of basic research.    The programme 
has evolved froa top level discussions with the above three 
institutions and the Technical Advisory Cotnmittoe  (IAC)  to the * 
Consultative Grovp on International Agricultural Research (COIAR). > 
It ha3 t',o orinoipal components; namely, the Coordinated Trials 
and the Spadai Roe-ax eh Projet*.    These will be described later 
on.    «or/ever,   th* rir.is or the programme, as a whole, are to 
Identify the new -¿«jchrxlogies,  bring then in to the proper loca- 
tions vi thin the region,test the* under local conditions,  sieve 
out tiiono that ct»i¿ be adapted to the local conditions and to 
train people in the techniques of trials and adoption. 

Tiding aeccunt of the f«ct that research is a very expensive 
uxxdm-teSin* requiring highly qualified manpower and technical 
reoourcos, but knowing that research can be a highly economical 
undertaking if execntod with the objective of getting results that 
ce¿. be uMd by aascej of paople in a particular field of endeavour, 
WAHDA's research prograwieiv have been designed to cover the main 
ecologically distinct rice proving rones in the region which are 
the csngrove swa-apa along the coaat of Vest Africa, the rain 
forest belt vl-ure both rainfed ano freshwater swamp rice are 
grot»,  the nacior river beds vrhich carry doop flooded and floating 
rice varieties and the drior northern areas where irrigated rice 
forming io the only possible method of rice culture. 

Aa-JHS-C.QQHOIWATED TRIALS 

The» nost important research effort of WARDA is in the field 
of ¿iogional Coordinated Irials with ita emphasis on varietal 
inprovQncnt and crop protection.     This,  in brief,  comprises of 
two seed nurserior»,  one at Suckoko in Liberia and the other at 
Richard Toll in Senegal, where promising varieties from the 
region and fro» other rica research centres all over the world 
are g*owi and obser/ad for their behaviour under West African 
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condition*.    About 90 varieties and line« are presently in the 
field.    Promising varietiea are then selected for initial 
evaluation trials located at 14 different sites throughout the 
region where highly trained stai/ are available for selection 
of promising varieties for the ragionai coordinated trials at 
30 sites.    Also included in these trials are herbicides and 
insecticides trials. 

These trials are also backed by a WARDA phytosanitary labora- 
tory at Ibadan, where all Introduced varieties are screened for 
various diseases,  and a seed storage and testing laboratory where 
•eeds are stored and treated and tested before supplied to amber 
countries for carrying out the trials. 

B.    THE SPECIAL RESEARCH PROJECTS 

The special Research Projects have been designed to fill the 
gaps in current rice research with particular esjphasls on 
specific ecological conditions in West Africa.    Thus,  a special 
project at Rokupr in Sierra Leone deals with mangrove swasip rice, 
the special project in Mopti is planned for deep flooded and 
floating rice and the special project at. Richard Toll is to be 
devoted to irrigated rice under dryland conditions. 

C.    RESEARCH MANPOWER RESOUS 

The research programme relies on the manpower resources of 
both secretariat staff and scientists in member countries.    As 
such, all rice research personnel within the region devote pnrt 
of their time to the Coordinated Trials, the coordination of 
which is the responsibility of staff stationed at headquarters 
but making constant visits to trial sites to be sure that the 
same standards of managements are maintained throughout the 
region. 
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The personnel for the special projects have however, to be 

staff who virtually belong to the Secretariat. Since each 

special project should have ite íull complement of Breeder, 

Soil Chemist or Agronomist, Entomologi at, Pathologist and Weed      * 

Specialist, it has not been easy to Assemble the personnel for      > 

all the disciplines even for che on-soing projects. WARDA has, 

however, been able to select rod train local research assistants 

for all the disciplines and the«e are et post getting the ground 

work laid before the arrival of the specialists. 

D. FINANCIAL RES01ÍRCES FOR RESEARCH 

Thanks to our many sponsors and donors, such as the many 

countries which contribute to the COIAR our coordinated trials 

have been successfully funded since 1973. The U.S. through 

USAD), the United Kingdom, the French and the Canadian Governments 

have either been funding or have pledged fund for our special 

research projects. Our financial resources for agronomic research 
are therefore healthy for the short and medium term. 

E. PROBLEMS OF RESF.ARCH 

WARDA« s experiences over the last few years shows that there 

is usually a long time lag between identifying the project and 

getting it implemented. First the project has to be sold to one 

or two of our donor countries. This raeans preparing it in a form 

acceptable to the country. If rejected by one but appeals to 

another, the project has to be redesigned according to the 

requirement of that other country. This process of designing end 
redesigning may take years. 

Even after acceptance by a country or agency it takes time 

to find the right scientist who will accept this Job. Within 

the last 15 to 20 years the living conditions between developed 

and developing countries has widened so much that few really good 

scientists are willing to stay and work in soie parts of the 
developing world. , 
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Tims after the tiae con aimed in identifying the projects, 
tiae is required to bring the project to fruiti* a within 
Its desired loostion.   Also required is tiae enough for tesging 
technology to find whether it suits specific locstlons.    This 
of necessity, has not to be rushed since permanent adaptability 
to both ecologicel and oocio-tconomic conditions has to be 
assured.    Lastly, technology is useless in an environment 
where no trained personnel exist to make efficient use of it. 
And hence training becoaes laperetive. 

II.    THE WARDA TRAMINO PROGRAME 

At   9MMt 

WARDA's training programme tries to cover as «any aspects 
of the rice Industry as possible.    However,  the aost important 
training programae is what we like to call the Training of 
the Trainers prograaae.    This is a six months course held every 
year to trair graduate and d J pio-a level staff «ho are involved 
in the rice industry.    The participants go through s ooapleta 
production oycle starting fro« land preparation to harvesting 
and processing.    Apart fron getting participants to know 
as auch as possible about the rice crop and the recent advances 
in its production,  the course emphasizes communication and 
transfer of knowledge techniques.    The letter emphasis is 
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necessary if the multiplying effect required is to be achieved. 

Another courte offered annually is that for lower level 
technical staff who have to carry out the day to day operations    * 
on the VARDA trial sites. These technicians have to be 

brought in each year for six weeks to exchange views on their 
work and to be taught specialized aspects of running trials and 
taking observations. 

Special courses are sandwiched in between these two 
regular courses. These «ay be on water management, Mechaniza- 
tion, project management, rice post-harvest processing 
technology, etc. 

Although the trainine programme is geared mainly to the 
rice industry it can be seen from above that it covers all 

of the fields of the industry. We have therefore adoptad 
the most economic means for the use of manpower. The training 
centre has a core of two permanent lectures together with the 
Director who also takes part in the training programme. We 
have sited the centre near our headquarters from where we can 
draw on the various specialists there for specific courses 
and we bring in guest lecturers from all over the region. 
Donors financing special courses also send in their selected 
lecturers. 



C. FINANCIAL RSSOTJITrj FOR TRATTANO 

•v:  trrininc progrmimo  IG basically financed by the tr> 
Çovcrr^xr.t through ULAir».  The TTAR finances our trainine of 
rosci'-v/i ar::istnntü vhile   "or :;pec.ial.lced courres ve hp.ve 
brer. '-."Ac to f<nd countrir»« like The Nether] and s and  "witzerland 

rilling 't-o sponsor so:-'?  ->„* thon,    V.'e have  found n>?ny countries 
nnt'. irict.tivtionr willing  Lo  support a good  hwinlng programme 
hclcl vitMn the local  em ironmn^,   and IL ir. our hope that this 
vj.?„!injrvj.-v, vili continue. 

•^ pno3T,:?r. cr TRATTINO 

*c .'-. bilingual  organisation,  the Ascoclationcarr1.es  some of 
the  pro'. 1CM:: of international gathering."  such as  translation of 
all   training materia!   into   I'K  tv/o official languages,  simultaneous 
Lrp.rjülr\-':5on of lectures am'  discussions,  ant the problem of hpving 

to ¿.roup practical courses on language basir?. These problems 
will  rcL.atn for ever.     But   there arc  other proMens which the 

\r,c oc ic.t.to-1, regard? ay  tee thine problems of a nevi y established 
Institution and which  should be solved  *n the course of time. 

Til, TH? WARP A DTOTXOPMF.NT PROGRAM 

It vac not until  WARIV. started looking more closely at the 
rice  Industry did member countries become aware of the Immense 
post, harvcet losses they ¡suffer as a result of inefficient 
pitoccactnj of harvested crop;: of the by-product?! in the industry. 

Before putting forward th¿ Associations views on what has 
to be done In the field ox processing,   it. is necessary to give 
a short description of its vork In tho field of development since, 
in ejTfcct, it is a development acency r.nd all its efforts in 

research und training pro directed towards the ultimate goal  of 

development. 

/_ 



Infact it is through its development efforts that the 

magnitude of post harvest losses in the region was discovered 

and it will be through that effort that the Aaaocintion hopes 
to attack the problem. 

A. GENERAL 

A oultidisciplinary team, niaac* up of agronomists, economists 

and financing experts, rurel and irrigation, engineer:), rico 

storage and processing experts, statisticians and data 

processors, is at headquarters and a o the diupoaal of menber 

countries and financing institutions lor consultancy services 

and project identification, preparation, appraisal and supervision. 

They arc also charged with fact finding ani with what, for the 

lack of a better phrasef T would like to call intelligence work. 

This latter task calls for detailed study of the industry in 

member countries to ferret out problema and constraints, analyse 

these and to mako recommendations for corrective action. In 

this task they have to find out exactly what Is happening in the 

fields ar-d in the processing centres. 

Needless to say that they have come out with a number of 

recommendations to a number of nember countries. But every 

now and again the Implementation of these recommendations pose 

problems in themselves which laey b<? dua to the member countries' 

lack o£ oither the- will or the hunan and financial resources 

for carrying them out. 
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B. STAFFINO AND FINANCING OF THE DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT 

Tho Development activities of WARDA, like those of Restaren 

and Training, are supported by external agencies. Initially the 

UNDP, through FAO (two agencies which, together with USAID, were 

very actively involved in the establishment of the Association) 

vas to take the greatest share of the Y/ARDA development programme. 

However, the present and future overall position is that 

bilateral agencies now contribute and may continue to contribute 
more than UNDP. 

UMDP assistance is now mainly in kind and consists of a 

Senior Advisor and team leader, two agronomists, a rice 

processing specialist, a translator and a docunentalist. The 

pro3pects are that, next year, this is to be further cut down 

drastically. 

French assistance, which is in the form of both personnel 

and cash, has supported a rural engineer, his assistant, a 

draftsman and all the supporting administrative and material 

support required for the efficient performance of work in this 

aree of development. It has also provided for a statistician 

and n calculator as well as the necessary equipment for a 

¡Zunctioain;; statistical office. Last but not least, French 

assistance has completely supported our seed multiplication 

progrnmc vith technical management personnel, land development 

costs, machinery and equipment as well as all operating costs. 

The UG-MD has just agreed to one senior economist (a post 

dropped V' UNDP) as well a*j two ¿Junior -îconomists while the 

Sv.'icc Government is supporting us with a financing specialist. 

TI- Netherlands has provided an associate rice processing 

•xrnci-t :?o^ couetime nov and she intends to fill in the post of 

associate ocononist which it did until the end of 1975. 
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"-/•'  LV-  vork in hand,  it .1..'. o^t^us the. ^ur mtipover rn»* 
fim-pc'.',.'•   resource^  in cV/t-üorvirnt has to n,o Gtmi£th«?re<1 and 
many b'.!'.'-,L.: r.l céneles ar<? V-coominu nere   unterei ted  in h^lpin^ 
t>c   *ü.'Xc."•-:•':• ^.oii in its develjpr >*nt activities, «nd it  is hoptd ^ 
that the;' ••.•.'11 not only fill in ¿ap'j left by TJNDP but vould be 
intíTCGcC'''  in stren^thing ti cm hy ¡rovidirifc staff and material 
support .?or -'hose aspects of development which are Lein¿ discovered 

;c\l "'co the rico  industry of  Iho roción. 

'"::rrn?.z3 of those aro fn.-Tl stalle .irrigation projects along 
the nain ve 5crs of the ragion arid Improvement in rice post- 
producU.oî! ícchnolo&y. 

r. masums OF nrrexorrewr 

TIio '.'ill to carry out projects often needs political backing 
hut very often   it is noythe fault of the politics of the member 
courtri.es V.ut the peraonality problema involved in any administra- 
tion, '.vhethcr in a developed or developing country.    WARDA like 
WIDC or any other intomationrl agency hat no influence on these. 
Hovovcr, after three years experience in trying to influence 
development, "ARDA has realised that it should use ita favourable 
position <?s an agency established by the member countries themselves 
to talic certo in actions vhich other international agencies may 
find delicate to handle.   Fortunately mont member countries realise 
that VATDA is their own organisation and as auch they can be nore 
tolera ni   and cooperative. 

This do£3 not mena that '"HDA would like to step on the toes 
of the various administrative establishments In member countries. 
Rather it neons that WARDA vould want to make it clear to member 
countries  that they pay to get the Association running and, 
therefore » have to make the fullest use of it.   The Development 
Department has therefore been asked to carry out more fact finding 
missions and to prod member countries into concrete act ions. 

I 
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IV•  RICE POST-HARVEST TECHNOLOGY 

T./.\RDA ia very much aware of the considerable losses resulting 
from the rico post producxion processing practices *a paracticed 
in the Roción.    This refers to harvesting, threshing, winnowing, 
storage, parboiling, drying and milling. As such the Association 
considers it as obligation to do evorything possible to reduce 
these losses. 

In close cooperation with specialists of the Pood and 
Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations, a programme of 
work was drafted by the Development Department of WARDA and 
approved.   Its   aim was to survey and analyse tht situation and 
to make recommendations for improvements.   These recommendations 
should lead to the reduction of losses and, simultaneously, to 
a better quality of milled rice. 

In support of these objectives an extensive inventory survey 
on applied rice post harvest processing methods was recently 
conducted in the 13 member countries of the Association namely 
in Mauritania, Senegal, The Gambia, Sierra Leone, Liberia Ivory 
Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin, Nigeria, Niger, Upper Volta and Mali. 

By standardising the reporting system for each country report 
it will be possible to produce regional subject matter reports 
giving detailed information on the different post production 
practices in: 

harvesting 
threshing and winnowing 
drying 
storage 
post control 
parboiling 
milling and 
by-product utilization. 
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The completed survey eleo produced very detailed information 
«bout the processing methods applied and on all Instilled 
equipment as well as those just about to be obtained and Installed* 
It has bean possible, simultaneour.ly, to detersine deficiencies 
In the processing industry and, to a large extend, to . identify 
responsible sources of quantitative and qualitative loases in the 
processing operation. 

A number of these problema are associated with: 
insufficient awareness of the industry of the Important 
relation between quality conservation measures In the 
field, in drying and in storage as they relate to the 
final performance results in milling. This leads to 
considerable losses and quality deterioration of the 
ni11ed rice 
insufficient knowledge of available processing equipeent 
capable of better performance 
the Installation of equipment not properly suited for 
the Job to be done 

limited knowledge of the operation and maintenance of 
the equipment in use 

restrictions of importa and consequent limitad avails* 
blllty of urgently required maintansnca parts 
too high prices for maintenance parts resulting in 
inability of the industry to buy all needed parts and 
leading to deterioratlor of equipment 
the absence of training institutions 

the lack of awareness of the possible uses of valuable 
rice mill by-products 

the decentralized nature of the processing Industry 
throughout the region with the exception of the Ivory 
Coast 

the importance of the role of villages In the convert ion 
of 
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paddy into milled rice for subsistence 
traditional Influences on processing methods. 

Having been able to    identify the problems, WARDA now can 

fMp an active role In the Introduction o* bottar processing methods 
in ita aenber oountrles. In this respect, extensive use Is to be 
•ade of the available knowledge and experience of the FAO Secretaria. 
in Romo, other existing national and International research 
institutions and expertise acquired by the WARDA/FAO Specialist 
durine previous assignments in West and East Africa, lu TAO Psr 
3ast and in Asia. 

By carefully taking into consideration the socio-economic 
aspects of the rice industry in the different member countries 
it is ..*TJDA»fl intention to apply improved technology in a manner 
which cm attract a wide degree of response*    These development 
activities v/ill be concerned with rice post harvest technology 
at all levels of processing and will take into account the manual 
processing methods used at farm and village l«v«ls, the nail scale 
mechanical processing methods at the village and town If veis as 
well as the commercial processing of paddy at rice mill antres. 

14.3   The inventory survey wa3 completed th.'a year and as 3uch it 
Is only now thut the «nelyses of the overall processing position 
in the region is being carried out.    Consequently although WARDA 
has been civing support to the processing industry since 1973 
through consultancy programme,  it ic only now that an overall 

îiftc V>een initiated. 
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C.  MAIN FIELDS OF DEVELOPMENT ACTION 

1. Support to the Industry 

This invokes a direct support to the industry in the form of 
advice and recommendations and by WAIlDA's involvement with interna- 
tional agencies such as IBRD,  ADB, FAO Investment Centre or with 
bilateral agencies in project evaluation and supervision of pro- 
jects which involve rice production and processing.    It is also 
intended, in 1977,  to start the preparation and distribution of 
selected technical bulletins dealing with specific processing pro- 
blems and their solutions.    In addition WARDA will continue to in- 
vestigate the state of the industry in member countries whenever 
necessary and possible by studying unidentified problem areas and 
making recommendations. 

2. Training 

The surveys conducted throughout the member countries Bade it 

clear that progress in the processing industry very much depends am 

proper training of engineers and technicians involved in the appli- 

cation of processing technology. In view of the absence in the re- 

gion of any training facilities dealing with rice-post harvest 

technology, WARDA decided to organise regional training courses on 
rice post harvest technology. 

The first six-weeks regional training course will be conducted 

in March-April 1977 and will be supported througi bilateral aid pro- 

grammes. Extensive use will be made of available training material 

previously produced by FAO/WARDA Specialist for similar training 

activities in the Far East, and guest lecturers will also be available 

from the Tropical Products Institute of the UK and other countries. 

The training programme will include a wide range of related 

workshop activities and for that purpose a large rice processing 

laboratory for group training and applied research has been con- 

structed near Monrovia and machinery and equipment are in the 
process of installation. 
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3-    tfrttyrch 
The rice processing laboratory is large enough to allow the 

installation of specific equipmer•*: which will enbla WARDA to 
conduct research activities in support of its coordinated variety 
trials and seed multiplication programmes.    It will also help the 
activities of the Processing Division in its investigations into 
certain aspects of the rice post harvest processing industry. 

A.    Utilization of By-Products 
A characteristic of the processing industry in the region 

as mentioned above, is the very large number of small village-type 
mills and the limited number of medium size commercial mills. 
During the 1976 survey it was observed that most of this bran, 
particularly that produced by the village-type mills, was 
considered as waste and not utilized. 

This observation led to immediate initiatives by WARDA and in 
cooperation with the University of The Philippines in Los Banos 
and the Pood and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations 
in Rome, work has started on the compilation of data on the 
mutritional aspects of bran and its utilization prospects. 

The objective is to produce a WARDA bulle tin on bran utilisa- 
tion in the form of a component of feed for poultry,  pigs or cattle 
and taking into account the components of other feed mixtures 
available in whe different membei  countries.    Ii. this respect, 
WARDA has the fullest support of animal husbandary specialists at 
FAO in Rome who are supplying some additional data and who will 
help in editing the WARDA draft document before printing and 
distribution. 

The extraction of rice oil from bran can only be considered 
for large capacity rice mills and these do not exist in the region. 
The only country with well organized centralized milling facilities 
is the Ivory Coast where most of the processing is concentrated 
at 12 sites throughout the country. 
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The individual processing centres are, however, too small to Justify 

extraction facilities. The alternative ia to atablize the bran at 

tha sita of production (in order to stop the increase in Fraa Fatty 

Acids) and transport the bran to r  central bran-nil extraction 
plant sited where tho defatted bran can be taker over by an 
aniaal feed production plant. 

This possibility was discussed with SODERIZ (the agency for 

rice development in Ivory Coast) in Abidjan and it was found that 

the SODERIZ specialists were well aware of it and were already 

evaluating the feasibility of implementation in cooperation with 
manufacturing industries in Europe. 

The UNIDO project DTT-8/76 »Research of the Development of a 

Rice Bran Stablizing Unit" specifically deals with the development 

of saall scale simple and low cost bran stablizing equipment for use 

in developing countries which can be easily attached to small and 

medium acale rice mills. Such equipment will indeed help in the 

conservation of the quality of the bran so as to enhance ita 

marketability, m a stablized state, it can be kept over a longer 

period, and thus lend itself to collection, storage and transporatlon 

over longer distances mither for direct feeding to stock or for 
oil extraction before use in stock feeds. 

Rice bran oil, after neutralization, bleaching and deOdoriza- 

tion in a refinery plant can be oonverted into an excellent edible 

oil, while the de-fatted bran can be absorbed in the animal feed 

industry in developing countries or be exported. In support of this 
interesting UNIDO project WARDA could: 

- Summarize the situation in the WARDA region regarding bran 
production and bran utilization 

- Collect samples, carry out physical analyses on them in its 

processing laboratory and the chemical analyses carried out 

in cooperation with existing research and other laboratory 
institutions in the region 
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- Conduct a study on the possible implementation of 
bran stablization In the region,  taking into consideration 
the socio-economic situations,  the prospects for bran-oil 
extraction ano for utiliz tion of by-pro'ucts for animal 
feed production in each ri^ber state. 

- Conduct tests on a bran stablization pilot plant designed 
and made as a result of this UNIDO project. 

WARDA has specific lntereat in this UNIDO project and would 
like to be involved in all the project phases in support of our 
main objective to produce more food for human consumption, to 
reduce losses in food production and to improve its overall quality. 

The effective utilisation of by-products from the rice process- 
ing industry as mentioned above will definitely contribute towards 
achievements of these WARDA objectives. 

v. Summary 
In the field of rice post-harvest processing technology in tha 

region we are concerned about the method applied, the identified and 

recorded problems and the possible solutions. The step by step 

approach can be summarized as follows: 

a) Identification 

Through the rice processing inventory survey WARDA now 

has » clear picture of the processing methods practlead 

in the region, as well as specific data on installed 

equipment in the region. Simultaneously it has been 

possible to identify the problem areas and to obtain 

the basic data needed for correction and improvement 

of the situation. 

^J 



*') ^•••Q^inntioR or T,^hrí3,0LV :^Virrf^ 

fortunately, rice rest harvest technology has been 
tt.e tv'tfect of Intensive    budies at nati .ml and 
international research institutions and, thorough * 
a v.'iv.o renge of UNDP sponsored projects throughout 
the v.-orld,  data pre available on applied techniques 
vAich lead to improvements in performance. The 
manufacturing industry, through laboratory research, 
field experience and in frequent cooperation with 
rcsoarch asencies h-xs responded favourably to 
established needs and has adjusted equipment design, 
or designee new machines to meet specific objectives. 
This makes it possible toselect the right equipment 
and to 

°) Brin* tn? reoulred -hPflyoiegy to *h,? flfgjon 
Conditions in the region can be similar to the 
prevailing condition in the traditional rice produc- 
ing countries elsewhere in the world.    However,  there 
are certain rice post-harvest processing conditi«« that 
are unique to the region and require careful considera- 
tion before available technology can b* applied.    For 
instance,  a considerable quantity of paddy in West 
A-rica is harvested under overdry conditane and 
processing of paddy at very low moisture content lead« 
to considerable recovery losses and quality deteriora- 
tion.    This is a unique problem. In addition the 
acceptability of better processing techniques which 
deviate considerably from traditional methods needs 
to be evluated.    This makes it necessary to 

¿) Teat new technology under local fìfìndUfiffflf 
Here, the approach differs from case to case.    It Is 
possible, through comparative tests, to prove the 
advantages of recommended equipment.    The performance 
da.to thus gathered can be used to justify specific , 
recommendations. 



"•/ARLA will uondutt n'aoh a  xvrxez of t'jsta on milling 
at village level under tu»» 1977 programmo oí work 
of -"ne Development Ecpa  taent.    Mother metnod that 
oan be uscü ¿s  uiac in mien *wu-j principles for the 
solution of e specific technical problem haa been 
determined.    In that event the principle will be 
first "tested  i,hrjj,-<h a labórate."/ research programma 
and, based on ih¿ re.'Julv,;,  the principles will be 
tested at thj .Industrial level bofcre recommendations 
are formulated. 
'/ARDA in 1S77f  vili iVllow  these urocedures when 
studying recorrjiendetíoiiü for atoes treatment of over- 
dry paddy before rnilUi.g in the hope that it will lead 
to improved ree ovary ratee and improved milled rica 
quality, 

e) Adjyj¿yytjloi of f,?ec>- ;5*'O,TY; 

The result u.. thi*so stu-.i-M could lead to immediata 
inplementetiG¿» oí 'ho reo onv Glided processes or to the 
need for further adaptation.    In the process of 
adaptation» the test results vilo, be fod back to the 
cooperating r-ciu-co o ' tea.,. • 010.77; the objective of this 
is that the arc í¡n o.? tí.«  oqulraifÄit or process shall 
be modified to  -•;<.-•-  "t -- .S—?CíJLíS loc^l environment, 

f) Aflpntion 
Based on •-cper'.f-.vi'V'. J or»t rocv.l-.s, research findings 
and successful ^iiptrtio.«,  \ ecosonda clone will ba 
iormulat'd ari ;r..o avr.il   : .e tu VARDA member countries. 
This, hevever., mry not be  :•' c-UTr) and t/hcre&ver posalble, 
WARDA will ploy ri irruya .Y": :c?o iu assisting member 
countries wich the implen onta \: i on of the recommendations. 
Often the prece -,r; ':.:</ bo readily adopted because of 
lack oi* training in the u"-* of it and hence there is a 
need for 
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g)  Trainine 

Although some training is carried out in member 

countries on request, mo~t of the training activities 

oí UARDA will be of regional nature and carried out 

at its regional training centre in Liberia. This 

training will be practical in nature and will emphasise 

rice post-harvest prücet;sin¿ technology, identifica- 

tion of processing problems and possible solutions« 

It will stress on prevailing situations in the region 

and will be supported by workshop exercises on all 

aspects of processing. The first regional six weeks 

training course on rice post-harvest, processing techno- 

logy will be conducted inMarch-April, 1977. It is 

necessary to state also that post-harve3t technology 

is included as a minor subject in rice production 

training courses and in special courses for axtoMion 

specialists in order to make the trainees aware of the 

fact that processing results are very much related to 

the quality of the paddy from the field. 
h) £¿jaaücjja£ 

"APDA has so far managed to supplement the UNDP/FAO . 

programme in post-harveru.  technology from its own 
resources, nov.w^ lut* w is u ll»-it to which a 

young organization, nade up of developing countries, 

can support all its programmes, however urgent they 

arc. The deficiencies in post-harvest technology in 

the region are so many that it will not be an easy 

task to introduce corrective technology. In this 

rocpect WIRDA will welcome any financial assistance 

iron any organization interested in helping to solve 

these problems. WARDA will be glad to negotiate the 

tcni3 for this financial assistance. 
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